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The versatility of Interstat 90 is endless. The system 
is fully stackable, demountable, reconfiguration is 
simple and cost-efficient.  Flexibility applies to your 
choice of desking system also.
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Interstat 90 Workstation 
The Interstat 90 panel system has  
evolved in response to dynamic changes in 
workplace technologies and work practices. 
While continuing to represent excellent 
quality and value, this system now offers 
additional benefits that make it more 
versatile than ever. 

Compatibility with our desking systems 
is a major feature. Where worktop height 
adjustment is required, simply combine 
selected panels with our freestanding 
desking system as shown above

You can raise or lower the entire work 
surface in seconds, simply by electric 
mechanism. Alternatively, you can attach 
our fixed-height worktops to your choice 
of panels (right). Enhancements to the 
Interstat 90 system are numerous. 

Panels are now delivered pre-finished  
and can be quickly clipped together on site. 
Our simplified capping system allows  
panels to be added or exchanged without 
fuss. New lay-in cable ducts make it easier 
to install and manage softwiring.

At the top of each panel is a discrete 
channel which can carry a variety of 
accessories from our range. As well, a 
channel below the cable duct contains 
a pocket for tidy storage of excess wiring.  
All these refinements reflect our philosophy 
of continual product improvement. 

The dimensions of the panels are 
unchanged, so you can add new Interstat  
90 components to your existing workstation 
- minimising waste while keeping the lid on 
your facilities management budget.
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Interstat 90 Office 
When installed as a full-height panel 
system, Interstat 90 offers several 
advantages. The modularity of the panels 
provides a visual link between the enclosed 
offices and workstations in the general 
office area.
 
Both solid and glazed panels are available 
and ducted panels can be included, 
simplifying cable reticulation. Any of our 
full range of standard accessories can be 
attached to the solid panels. To complete the 
picture, compatible doors are available.

The versatility of Interstat 90 is another 
feature. As the system is fully demountable, 
reconfiguration is simple and cost-efficient. 
Flexibility applies to your choice of desking 
system too.  All Schiavello desking systems 
complement and integrate with the Interstat 
90 System.
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Specifications

600 mm

600 mm

The versatility of the Interstat 90 
system is evident from the range 
of panel types and sizes available. 
There are solid, glazed and ducted 
panels, which can be installed 
in any combination. Panels are 
delivered pre-finished, ready to be 
quickly clipped together on site. 
The dimensions shown here are 
indicative only, as panels and doors 
can be manufactured to your exact 
specifications

Solid panel Solid panel with 
power duct at 
800mm (approx)

Solid panel to 
800mm (approx) 
with glazed panel 
above (single or 
double 6mm glass)

Solid panel to 800mm 
(approx.) with power 
duct and glazed panel 
above (single or double 
6mm glass) Optional 
excess cable pockets 
shown

Typical panels

Typical doors

Solid door Fully glazed door 
with crash rail

Typical panel dimensions
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All intellectual property rights and copyrights are reserved. Nothing contained in this 
brochure may be reproduced without written permission. Schiavello Group Pty Ltd 
reserves the right to change any or all details without prior notice. All dimensions stated 
within this document are nominal and/or approximate only and subject to variation.
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Schiavello’s concepts and products are developed in Australia  
by applying a design process that brings together the company’s  
core design principles and engineering with the creativity of local  
and international designers.

The Schiavello head office and world-class manufacturing facilities 
are integral to our continually developing rich tapestry of knowledge. 
This knowledge ultimately assists us in informing the right solutions 
and tools for each organisation’s needs and people, allowing us to 
consistently achieve our philosophy that ‘Anything is possible’.

To find a Schiavello showroom or partner in your area,  
please visit schiavellofurniture.com/find-us


